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• I had originally intended to focus on the impact of the 
Indonesian export tax reforms on its palm oil refiners, 
and to contrast this with the situation in Malaysia and in 
major importing countries, notably in India and the EU.

• In view of what has been happening to prices, however, 
and knowing that you will surely already have had some 
excellent papers describing the pressures on Indian 
refining margins, I hope our hosts will not mind if I adapt 
my talk to explain some realities driving today’s market.

• Therefore, I will discuss only one side of the tug-of-war 
mentioned in my title, concentrating on how Indonesia’s 
reforms have tilted the balance in world palm oil trade.

• I will use the rest of my time to discuss world prices.

Outline of my presentation today



The Indonesian export tax reforms



• If a country is a significant exporter of a product under 
free market conditions without export quotas, the cost 
of export taxes is borne by the local producer.

• Arbitrage between the export market (where sellers 
have to pay the export tax) and the local market should 
ensure that the prices paid inside the country settle at 
the level dictated by earnings from export sales.

• This should be the case for the pricing of a very wide 
range of Indonesian palm products inside the country. 

• Indonesia is a big exporter of crude and refined oils, as 
well as downstream products, such as oleochemicals 
and biodiesel. On all these, we would expect its local 
prices to settle at FOB prices minus the export taxes.

How do export taxes affect local prices?



• If the Indonesian export tax on feedstocks, i.e., CPO, 
is higher than the export tax applied to downstream 
products, then the difference between the two export 
taxes boosts processors’ profits.

• Before last September’s reforms, Indonesian export 
taxes were similar on refined and crude oils. Then, 
refined oil export taxes were more or less halved and 
this lifted Indonesian refinery processing margins.

• In the cases of oleochemicals and biodiesel, export 
taxes have been low or zero since 2007. This explains 
why investment interest in Indonesia has been strong 
in both these sectors over the past five years.

How do export taxes affect the profitability 
of processing in Indonesia?



Indonesian export taxes pre/post reform



Indonesian CPO export taxes now rise to 22.5% 
above US$1,250 per tonne. September’s reform 
raised CPO taxes at price levels below $1,150.



Today, Indonesian RBD olein export taxes peak 
at 13% when CPO prices are above US$1,250. 
Before September, the top tax rate was 25%.



Indonesian RBD palm stearin export taxes are 
now capped at 10%. This is just under half the 
top rate of 21% that applied before September.



Today, Indonesia’s top rate of biodiesel export 
tax is 7.5%, which is below the highest level of 
10% that was in effect before September.



Indonesian packed oil export taxes now rise to 
6%. Before September, the peak was 20%.



Export tax advantage since September



This diagram plots the actual Indonesian export 
taxes since September. You see how taxes fall 
as you go from CPO to higher value products.



• In the next slide, I quantify the boost that Indonesian 
processors enjoy by virtue of the new tax system.

• In the calculations, I assume that each input used to 
make downstream products is priced internally at its 
FOB price minus its export tax. Thus CPKO to make 
oleochemicals is priced at its value if sold for export.

• In practice, integrated plantation companies do not 
necessarily behave in this manner. Rather than value 
the RBD PO at its potential export revenue, some view 
biodiesel simply as a way to boost the income from 
CPO, and so sell their biodiesel exceptionally cheaply, 
in effect, undervaluing the RBD PO used as an input.

Advantages for Indonesian processors



This diagram reveals the advantage enjoyed by 
Indonesian processors over Malaysia if the FOB 
export prices are identical in both countries.



Indonesian processors’ average benefits since 
the reform took effect in September 2011 are 
greatest for the PKO-using oleochemicals.



• An immediate consequence has been a wave of new 
investments in Indonesian refineries, where capacities 
could exceed 40 million tonnes/year within two years.

• Oleochemical investments, already stimulated by the 
old export tax system, have stepped up a gear. 

• Malaysian exporters adapted to the Indonesian moves 
in the short run by raising CPO exports.

• One widely anticipated reaction was that importers who 
refine CPO, notably India, would increase their refined 
oil import tariffs, but fears of boosting local food price 
inflation held governments back. The fall in world prices 
may provide the opportunity they were waiting for.

Implications of the new export taxes



The vegetable oil price band is still there



Since 2007, a price band has linked vegetable 
oil prices to petroleum prices, with EU prices of 
oils at a premium to Brent North Sea crude.



Because of the price band, I think of oils prices 
as equalling the Brent price plus a premium over 
Brent. The premia for major oils are plotted here.



Reviewing EU palm and soy oil premia vs. Brent 
since 2007, we see that last week the CPO 
premium was close to its post-2007 average.



• Once we understand that the price band exists (and 
undoubtedly the evidence is very strong indeed), we 
should focus our attention upon differentials between 
vegetable oil and crude oil prices in our price forecasts.

• Looking back to the behaviour of prices in the price 
band since 2007, when the band first emerged, we see 
that until April the CPO premium over Brent crude had 
actually been below its average value for nearly a year.

• In April, it moved above the average level, but it had 
fallen back below average at the end of May.

• To develop price forecasts, we need to know how 
stocks determine the CPO premium over Brent crude.

Implications of the price band



The impact of stocks on prices



There is no simple relationship between MPOB 
stocks and CPO prices. High stocks are found 
at times of both high and low CPO prices.



In view of the price band, things have changed. 
We should look for the relationship between the 
CPO premium over Brent and MPOB stocks.



• We surely all agree that high stocks should be linked in 
some way to low prices and vice versa. 

• In a world with price bands, it is logical that high stocks 
are linked to a low CPO premium over petroleum prices 
and vice versa. That is what we have seen.

• However, since mid-May, the premium has dropped, as 
CPO prices have fallen faster than Brent crude.

• One reason is that the market is looking ahead to the 
time when CPO output picks up for seasonal reasons 
while demand weakens because of the new recession.

• Another reason is that the market focuses on MPOB 
stocks, and it knows that Indonesia’s export tax reforms 
are forcing Malaysia to hold more of the world’s stocks.

Adding stocks to the price model



The petroleum market, the key to the 
floor underpinning the CPO price band



• In many respects, petroleum behaves like any other 
commodity market. High prices have three effects:

• 1. They stimulate the discovery and development of 
new sources of supply; 

• 2. They encourage the development and use of 
substitutes (including biofuels); and

• 3. They promote fuel efficiency.
• All three are happening; but there are two other factors 

that are unique to petroleum among commodities: 
• A. It plays such a crucial role in the world economy 

that a high crude price hits global growth; and
• B. Its supply is seen as unusually sensitive to 

political developments in unstable parts of the world.

Understanding the petroleum market



US petroleum use is demonstrating the impact 
of high prices. Use is back where it was in 1998



Among substitutes, natural gas is now extremely 
competitive. In the US, its price today is barely 
15% of that of Brent in crude oil equivalent terms. 



The impact of good supplies and weak demand 
may be seen in US petroleum product stocks. In 
days of use, they remain near their all-time peak.



Implications for prices



1. The basic supply-demand data on petroleum imply 
that today’s high prices are unjustified and are doing 
their job of boosting supply and slowing demand.

2. For that reason, I expect Brent prices to fall further.

3. However, I will hedge my bets by showing you, first, 
a forecast holding Brent prices steady, and then one 
that reflects my bearish view of the world economy.

4. In the first, Brent prices settle at $95 per barrel, 
which is still very high indeed on a historical basis. 
The second has Brent falling to $80 per barrel.

5. Speaking personally, it is gratifying to see that the 
CPO forecasts are closely in line what I said at POC.

We must start with petroleum



This table summarises the implications of the 
two alternative Brent crude price forecasts for 
CPO in the third and final quarters of this year.

Forecasts of BMD prices in 2012 in RM/tonne
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